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Start with modrec + spectrum sensing





Many problems...
● Copying tons of data just to move between tools

○ The ML is too far from the samples
○ Memory speed matters!

● Development iteration
○ Exposing and removing parameters
○ Quick changes
○ Change -> compiler -> reload blocks -> run -> wait for interesting point in file -> STOP

● In action problems, streaming all of this from gr-uhd (and synchronization)
● Then there’s the actual DSP

 



A solution emerges

python



Problem-pivoting
● Python is actually kinda slow

○ Many ways to port code

● GIL
○ Really poor concurrency
○ Shared memory in multi-processing

● 2 vs 3 (6?!?)
● Cultish adherence to pythonism
● Occasionally awkward syntax and loss of some control

The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two
opposed ideas in the mind at the same time, and still retain the 
ability to function.
— F. Scott Fitzgerald



Much discussion on accelerating python

(How to Make Python Run as Fast as Julia (2015) (ibm.com))[https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=15121520]

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/blogs/jfp/entry/Python_Meets_Julia_Micro_Performance?lang=en
https://news.ycombinator.com/from?site=ibm.com


A wild volk appears



Many ways to write python wrappers
● Boost.python
● Ctypes
● SWIG
● SIP (QT)
● Pyrex/cython
● Python.h (C API)



Just write
against 
Python
And numpy
C-api

Some concessions made along the way



Radiometer



Getting samples
More or less solved my rapidly prototyping algorithms problem… now how to we 
build the application around it?

Enter pysdr(uhd)



Quick example
import pysdruhd as uhd

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

center_freq = 100e6

samp_rate = 4e6

usrp = uhd.Usrp(type="b200", streams={"A:A": {'mode':'RX', 'frequency':center_freq, 'gain':70}}, rate=samp_rate, gain=30.0)

usrp.send_stream_command({'now': True})

samples, metadata = usrp.recv()

plt.psd(samples[0], NFFT=512, Fs=samp_rate/1e6, Fc=center_freq/1e6)

plt.show()



Great, now how do I look at samples?
Streaming into a visualization is important

Enables twiddling things on the fly









Summary
UHD within Python -> fast DSP -> machine learning, all in one language without 
weird connections

When python is slow, it’s not too bad to write fast C and wrap it. Pyvolk on github 
later this week

Streaming and sample-specific visualizer

Great way to rapidly iterate while developing


